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Circulation dampened heat extremes intensification
over the Midwest USA and amplified over
Western Europe
Jitendra Singh 1✉, Sebastian Sippel1,2 & Erich M. Fischer 1

Globally heat extremes have intensified in recent decades. However, while Western Europe

shows a remarkably strong intensification of heat extremes, the Midwest United States

experienced only weak warming of warmest nighttime and even a weak decrease in the

intensity of daytime heat extremes since 1979. Here, we show that for daytime heat extremes

in the Midwest United States atmospheric circulation induced ~1 °C cooling since 1979,

reversing the thermodynamic warming trend. The observed circulation-induced trend is

outside the multi-model range and the overall trend at the very low end of it. In Western

Europe circulation greatly amplified warming by ~1 °C, accounting to one third of observed

trend. The observed circulation- and thermodynamic-induced trends, as well as the total

observed trends are at the high end of the model range in Western Europe. Understanding

whether the strong circulation-induced trends are externally forced or unforced internal

variability remains key to constrain future trends in heat extremes.
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Earth’s global average near-surface air temperature in 2011-
2020 has increased by 1.1 °C (0.9−1.3 °C) since the pre-
industrial period due to anthropogenic forcings1, leading to

an increase in heat extremes on a regional and a global scale2–4.
However, some regions have experienced disproportionate changes
in heat extremes in recent decades—such as the Midwest USA
(MUS), which has experienced a weak decreasing trend in the
intensity of heat extremes since 1951 (Fig. 1 and Supplementary
Fig. 1). In contrast, Western Europe (WEU) has experienced a
remarkable increase of over 3 °C in the intensity of heat extremes
since 1951, thus outpacing global-mean temperature change. It
remains largely unclear as to why these regions experience opposite
heat extreme trends, and in fact, this has been one of the most
intriguing and less understood questions among the climate science
community5.

The MUS experiences a weak cooling trend in heat extremes
despite moderate warming of daily average summer temperature
across the region6, referred to as a “warming hole”7. Several studies
attribute this long-term cooling trend to large-scale ocean-atmo-
spheric patterns8, increased irrigation9,10, regional reforestation11,
and aerosol changes7. Notably, Mueller et al.9 show that heavy
irrigation activities lead to cooler temperatures by enhancing
evapotranspiration-driven cooling over the MUS. However, it
remains unclear to what extent the trends over the MUS are caused
by anthropogenic forcings or unforced internal variability12,13. In
contrast, WEU has been identified as a heat wave hotspot14–18 with
a faster warming rate than many other parts of the world in the last
four decades19–21. In boreal summer, northern high-latitude land
warming provides favorable conditions for forming blocking
anticyclones22, a primary driver of heat extremes over WEU19,23.
Besides anthropogenic global warming, observational and model-
based studies attribute the WEU warming to a decline in aerosol
forcing and cloud cover24,25, changes in atmospheric circulation
states26–28, including the increase in frequency and persistence of

the midlatitude jet stream19. Additionally, local factors such as soil
moisture deficit and related land-atmosphere feedback mechan-
isms contribute to the further intensification of heat extremes over
WEU29,30.

Unforced internal variability in the climate system can also
substantially alter the warming rate in different regions across the
globe31. For example, previous studies suggest a strong effect of
internal variability on the MUS summer temperature10,32 and on
the North American climate as a whole33. In addition, the relative
magnitude of internal variability is larger on shorter time scales,
and may thus manifest itself more strongly on time scales of
weekly or sub-weekly temperature extremes34. Likewise, previous
studies highlight the role of basin-scale changes in the Atlantic
multidecadal variations in the WEU summer climate18,35. Both
internal variability and local external forcings broadly manifest
their influence on regional warming by altering the atmospheric
circulation states through various mechanisms, including regional
teleconnections, the midlatitude jet stream, and land-atmosphere
feedback31.

This study aims to understand why the observed trends in heat
extremes intensity over the MUS and WEU are remarkably low
and high, respectively, and what they imply for the future. We
specifically chose these two regions due to their unusual trends,
which are not representative of many other regions where the
observed trends fall well within the range of models. We use
observations of circulation and temperature, as well as Earth
System Model (ESM) large ensemble simulations to examine how
circulation-induced changes in heat extremes explain the
observed exceptional warming trend over WEU and cooling trend
over the MUS. Understanding observed trends and related phy-
sical processes would be crucial to constrain future change in heat
extremes36, and thus to design adaptation and resilience plans.
Our analysis comprises a dynamical adjustment approach28,31,37,
which is used to disentangle the contribution of circulation-

Fig. 1 Observed Tx5d trends. a, b Spatial distribution of trends in the intensity of Tx5d in CPC and ERA5 reanalysis in the MUS and in WEU during
1979–2021. The hatching indicates statistically insignificant trends at a 10% significance level. c, d Same as panels a, b but show Tx5d trends relative to
changes in global-mean surface temperature. The trends and their statistical significance are calculated using Theil-Sen’s slope estimator.
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induced changes and forced changes resulting from all other
forcings combined to observed trends in these regions.

Results
Contrasting trends in the intensity of heat extremes over the
MUS and WEU. Observational analysis shows a remarkable
increasing trend in the intensity (referred to as warming trend
hereafter) of the annual hottest five-day period (Tx5d) across WEU
and a weak decreasing trend in the intensity (referred to as cooling
trend hereafter) of Tx5d over a large portion of the MUS during
1979–2021 (Fig. 1) and 1951–2021 (Fig. S1). Despite variations in
the trend amplitudes, the pattern of opposite trends in these regions
is consistent across observational datasets and insensitive to the
exact time horizon considered in trend estimation (Fig. 1a, b and
Supplementary Fig. 1). Tx5d intensity over MUS has cooled slightly
over the last four decades. This cooling trend is notable, given that
the warmest 5 consecutive nights (defined as a 5-day average of
daily minimum temperature; Tn5d) (Supplementary Fig. 2a) as
well as, the corresponding average temperature over the MUS6 as
well as heat extremes nearly anywhere else in the world have been
warming during the same period. Within the MUS region the
cooling trends in Tx5d are most pronounced over the western
MUS, and offset the weak warming trends in other parts of the
MUS. Averaged across MUS they result in an overall weak cooling
trend of Tx5d since 1979.

Notably, the MUS cooling is more pronounced in shorter-
duration heat extremes. For instance, annual maximum
temperature intensity (TXx) show strongest cooling trends of
~0.7 °C in the past four decades, corresponding to a cooling rate
of ~1 °C for each °C of global-mean surface temperature
(GMST) warming, while the intensity of annual hottest 15-day
period (Tx15d) exhibit a very weak warming trend (Supple-
mentary Fig. 1). The slight warming observed in Tx15d could
potentially be due to the smoothing effect caused by averaging
over a longer period and the increase in daily average
summer temperature over the MUS6. Despite global warming
has increased the intensity of heat extremes nearly everywhere
across the globe2, there has been virtually no significant change
in the intensity of heat extremes over the MUS. Notable, Tx5d
trends exhibit substantial deviations when compared with
trends in other regions globally (Supplementary Fig. 3). The
trends in the majority of grid cells across the MUS lie in the
lower end of the global trends distribution (across 60S–90N),
while the regional average trends fall below the 25th percentile
of this distribution.

The warming of heat extremes in WEU on the other hand
has remarkably accelerated in recent decades, with particularly
pronounced warming across France, Germany, and northern Italy
(Fig. 1). In the past 43 years (1979–2021), Tx5d has warmed
>3 °C, which corresponds to a rate of increase of ~4 °C per °C
GMST warming (Fig. 1c, d). While differences exist in the spatial
distribution of trends and their amplitudes, warming trends in
heat extremes over WEU are consistent across the observational
datasets (Supplementary Fig. 1). Moreover, WEU has experienced
a similar rate of warming of heat extremes of different time scales
(TXx, Tx5d, and Tx15d) since 1951, suggesting an increase in
both short-term temperature peaks and the sustained intensity of
the high temperatures over a span of several weeks (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 1). We also observe an increasing trend in Tn5d intensity
over WEU since 1979, with a rate of ~0.4 °C/decade, which is
substantially smaller than for Tx5d. Nevertheless, this warming
trend of the warmest nights Tn5d is nearly double the one
observed in the MUS (Supplementary Fig. 2a, b). The 5 hottest
days and warm nights do not necessarily co-occur but often
strongly overlap and their observed year-to-year variations are

highly correlated. Thus, the weaker warming trend of Tn5d than
Tx5d in WEU suggests a tendency towards an enhanced diurnal
temperature range, whereas in the MUS the weak Tn5d warming
trend along with a weak Tx5d cooling trend points towards a
reduction of the diurnal temperature range in the correspond
warmest pentad.

The warming trends observed in WEU are particularly notable
in comparison to trends observed in other regions worldwide
(Supplementary Fig. 3). The magnitude of the warming trends
across a substantial portion of WEU exceeds the trends observed
in the majority of land areas globally, with the regional average
warming surpassing the third quartile of the global gridded trend
distribution.

Observed trends in both the MUS and WEU are outside 95%
range of models. We explore initial-condition large ensembles
(LEs) generated with CESM2 and a multi-model ensemble (MME)
from Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 6 (CMIP6) under
historical and Shared Socioeconomic Pathways 3-7.0 (SSP3-7.0)
scenario (2015–2021) forcings to examine how well climate models
simulate the observed heat extreme trends over the MUS andWEU
(refer to “Data and Methods” for more details). Regional climate
projections are strongly affected by internal variability in the cli-
mate system31,38 particularly for extremes34, but LEs can help
isolate the forced signal from internal variability and provide
insight into the range of uncertainties if simulations reproduce the
observed trends and related processes38.

The regional average Tx5d trends in the MUS during
1979–2021 fall outside the 95% range of both CESM2 LE and
CMIP6 MME (Fig. 2a). When considering the distribution of
simulated trends as a whole, none of the members from CESM2
LE simulates cooling trends over the MUS. Instead, they exhibit
warming trends across the region with a signal-to-noise ratio
greater >1 (Fig. 2a and Supplementary Fig. 4). CESM2 ensemble
mean shows warming of ~3 °C (with a range of 1.5–5 °C) and
CMIP6 MME mean exhibits warming of ~2 °C (with a range of
0.5–4 °C) since 1979, while observations show a cooling of Tx5d
by 0.25 °C. Similarly, even the observed weak warming trend in
Tn5d is at the very low end of the CMIP6 MME range, while all
CESM2 LE members display considerably stronger warming
trends in Tn5d (Supplementary Fig. 2a).

The differences between observed and simulated trends are even
larger when they are expressed as Tx5d trends per degree of global
warming (Fig. 2b). The observed trends in the MUS are
substantially below the 5th percentile of the trend distribution in
CMIP6 MME and only one member from MPI-ESM1 captures the
observed trend. Notably, observed trends are much lower than the
entire distribution of trends simulated by CESM2 LE (Fig. 2b). The
deviation of observed trends from CESM2 LE and CMIP6 MME is
particularly pronounced in the southern part of MUS, where
cooling trends are more evident (Supplementary Fig. 5). The long-
term observed Tx5d trend starting in 1951 deviates even stronger
from the model range (Supplementary Fig. 6). None of the
members from both CESM2 LE and CMIP6 MME reach the
cooling rate evident in ERA5 (Supplementary Fig. 6). Our analysis
reveals similar results for TXx and Tx15d.

In contrast to MUS, the Tx5d trends over WEU fall within both
the CESM2 LE and CMIP6 MME range, but are at the very high
end of the simulated trends (Fig. 2c, d). The observed Tx5d trends
vary in space over WEU, and lie above the ensemble mean of
CESM2 LE and far above the ensemble mean of the CMIP6 MME
(Fig. 2c). The CESM2 LE and CMIP6 MME simulate a Tx5d
warming between ~1.5 and 3.5 °C and between ~0.5 and 3.5 °C,
respectively, since 1979 compared to >3 °C in observations and
reanalysis. Notably, observed Tx5d trends per °C global warming
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stand out above the 95th percentile of trend distribution simulated
by both CESM2 and CMIP MME (Fig. 2d). None of the ensemble
members capture the observed warming trend shown by CPC and
very few of the one by ERA5 and EOBS. The mismatch between
observed and almost all simulated trends is particularly noticeable
in the central WEU including Germany and France, where
warming trends are remarkably high (Supplementary Fig. 5).
However, the lower warming rate of Tn5d compared to Tx5d,
results in the observed trend in regional Tn5d falling well within
and even below the median of both the CESM2 LE and CMIP6
MME range (Supplementary Fig. 2b).

Both CESM2 LE and CMIP6 MME show substantial uncertain-
ties in Tx5d trends owing to internal variability over WEU and the
MUS (Fig. 2). Although each member in the CESM2 LE has
identical external forcing, the uncertainty range (95%) in trends
over WEU shows a large range of Tx5d trends between 1.5 and
3.5 °C since 1979. This divergence of linear trends induced by
internal variability is even more pronounced over the MUS, with
uncertainties approximately twice as large as those over WEU in
CESM2 LE and even 1.5x larger than those over WEU in CMIP6
MME. However, these irreducible uncertainties induced by internal
variability inherent in the climate system undermine the predict-
ability of regional heat extremes trends and the performance of
climate models in simulating observed climate34.

Circulation dampens heat extremes trends over the MUS and
amplifies over WEU. Several possible explanations have been
proposed to explain observed cooling in the MUS. Previous
studies have investigated the role of various factors including
aerosol7, natural variability8, and agricultural activities such as
the expansion of agriculture in the early 20th century
and increased irrigation in the mid-century9,10. Conversely,
over WEU, the remarkable acceleration in heat extremes over
recent decades has been linked to changes in atmospheric
circulation19.To better understand the observed trends, we here
employ a dynamic adjustment37,39 approach to quantify the
contributions of circulation- and thermodynamic-induced
changes to observed trends in these regions. Here, we use line-
arly detrended geopotential height at 500 hPa pressure level
(Z500) within circulation domains as an atmospheric circulation
proxy to capture heat extreme variations driven by circulation
changes in these regions. We detrended Z500 by subtracting the
daily global-mean Z500 value from the daily Z500 at each grid
and each time step before temporally averaging across the days
experiencing heat extremes. This allows us to remove forced
components from Z500 to isolate the dynamic component of
heat extremes related solely to Z500 variations in the circulation
domain40. We apply statistical learning principles and employ
regularized ridge regression to establish the physical relationship

Fig. 2 Simulated vs observed trends in the intensity of Tx5d. a The yearly change in Tx5d (°C) over the MUS since 1979. The light green and orange
shading represents the uncertainty range (95%, i.e., 5th to 95th percentile) across members of the CESM2 LE and CMIP6 MME, respectively.
b Distribution of Tx5d trends, accounting for climate models’ sensitivity to GMST changes, over the MUS. The horizontal colored lines indicate the trends
in observations and ERA5 reanalysis. The vertical teal and orange lines represent the 5th-mean-95th percentile values of the trend distributions. c, d Same
as panels a, b, respectively, but for WEU.
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between Z500 and heat extremes (Refer to “Data and Methods”
for more details).

We find that circulation substantially dampened the observed
trends in regionally-averaged Tx5d in the MUS (Fig. 3a, b).
Circulation induced a cooling trend of ~0.2 °C /decade over the
MUS, with notably strong circulation-induced cooling trends in
the lower MUS (Figs. 3a and 4a, b). When expressed per °C global
warming, the circulation-induced trends correspond to ~1 °C
cooling in Tx5d in the MUS (Fig. 3b). In contrast, forced
warming (hereafter referred to as “thermodynamic-induced”) is
much weaker over the MUS, potentially due to land use changes
and aerosols. Consequently, circulation-driven cooling trends are
strong enough to reverse weak thermodynamic-induced warming,
resulting in an overall cooling trend. Cooling in the MUS has
been documented for an even longer period 1910–2014 and

primarily attributed to the extensive expansion of irrigation
during the latter half of the 20th century9. Furthermore, the
overall increase in albedo resulting from the conversion of natural
vegetation to croplands has influenced primarily hot days and
exhibits insignificant cooling effects.

Notably, long-duration heat extremes, such as Tx15d, show
relatively stronger warming from thermodynamics, as well as
stronger cooling induced by circulation, in comparison to Tx5d
(Supplementary Fig. 7). This suggests that our method may be
somewhat conservative in capturing the complete circulation-
induced trends, as short-scale temperature extremes exhibit more
pronounced feedbacks between land and atmosphere, and in
general a stronger manifestation of internal variability. Another
possible explanation could be the limited influence of local-scale
factors, such as irrigation or land conversion, on exceptionally hot

Fig. 3 Contributions of circulation- and thermodynamic-induced trends to Tx5d trends. a Proportion of Tx5d trends attributed to circulation changes over
WEU and the MUS in large ensembles, observations, and reanalysis. b Circulation-induced trends relative to changes in GMST. c, d Same as panels
a, b, respectively, but show thermodynamic-induced trends.

Fig. 4 Spatial distributions of circulation-induced trends. a, b Circulation-induced Tx5d trends as observed in CPC and ERA5 reanalysis datasets over
WEU and the MUS from 1979 to 2021. c, d Average of simulated trends due to circulation changes across the ensemble members from CESM2 LE and
CMIP6 MME. These trends are compared against the GMST trend.
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days, as suggested by Mueller et al.9. We also found similar
contributions from circulation and thermodynamics to long-term
trends in Tx5d starting from 1951. The trends induced by
circulation and thermodynamics are also consistent for Tn5d;
however, their amplitudes differ (Supplementary Fig. 1a, b).
Specifically, circulation changes induce a decreasing trend in
Tn5d, but at a smaller rate than for Tx5d, while the trend
attributable to thermodynamics is substantially greater than that
observed for Tx5d. Notably, the thermodynamic trend in Tn5d is
very similar for the MUS and WEU.

The cooling trends in Tx5d induced by circulation in the MUS
are substantially lower than the first quartile of trend distribution
from CESM LE and CMIP6 MME (Figs. 3 and 4). Notably, the
mean circulation-induced trend in CESM2 LE shows positive
values, and none of the ensemble members captures the observed
cooling trends when expressed per °C of global warming (Figs. 3b
and 4). Moreover, circulation-induced trends in observations lie
at the edge of the model range and are only captured by a few
individual CMIP6 MME (Fig. 3b). Overall, CMIP6 MME
simulates lower circulation-induced trends (with a distribution
mean of ~0) compared to CESM2 LE, resulting in relatively
smaller deviations from observed trends. However, more research
is needed to understand whether the couple of members from
CMIP6 MME reproduce these trends for the correct underlying
mechanisms.

Similar to circulation-induced trends, the observed
thermodynamic-induced trends over the MUS also fall outside
the entire distribution range from CESM2 LE and are only
simulated by a few CMIP6 models. The mismatch between
simulated and observed trends becomes more pronounced when
estimating regional thermodynamic-induced trends per °C of global
warming (Supplementary Fig. 9). The observed thermodynamic-
induced trends for Tx15d are larger and thereby closer to the range
of simulated thermodynamic-induced trends. Similar behavior
is found for TXx as well, showing broad consistency with these
findings.

In contrast to the MUS, over WEU circulation-induced changes
contribute to an additional warming effect of ~0.2 °C/decade in
Tx5d, accounting for about 1/3 of the total observed trends
(Fig. 3a). The trend amplification resulting from circulation is
particularly large over Germany and France, and parts of the UK
(Fig. 4a, b). Nonetheless, Tx5d trends over WEU are dominated by
the thermodynamic-induced corresponding to about 2/3 of the
warming largely caused by external anthropogenic forcings
(Fig. 3c). Specifically, thermodynamic-induced changes cause
warming exceeding >0.5 °C/decade (equivalent to ~3 °C rise for
each °C change in GMST) over WEU, with even stronger warming
in central regions (Fig. 3c, d). When combined with the amplifying
warming from circulation, this results in a warming of ~0.8 °C/
decade over WEU. Notably, the contribution of circulation-
induced trends is even larger for Tn5d, accounting for almost half
of the observed warming trend in Tn5d. Previous studies have
linked the disproportionate warming trends in WEU to various
processes, including changes in soil moisture and associated land-
atmosphere feedback mechanisms29,30, as well as atmospheric
dynamical changes, particularly the increase in the frequency and
persistence of double jet stream states over Eurasia19.

While circulation-induced trends closely align with the third
quartile of both CESM2 LE and CMIP6 MME, they considerably
exceed the third quartile when expressed per degree of global
warming (Fig. 3). However, the observed thermodynamic-
induced trends in time are still within the ensemble ranges, but
are outside the entire distribution from CESM2 LE and at the
upper end of the distribution from CMIP6 MME when expressed
relative to global warming rate. Thus, some simulations capture
the observed regional trend due to an overestimation of the global

warming trend. As expected, the spread of the thermodynamic-
induced trends is smaller than of the total trends within both
ensembles and the observed trends align more closely with
models. This suggests a relatively high level of confidence in the
externally forced trends over WEU. However, a potential
limitation is that the thermodynamic trends here are estimated
as a residual from the circulation-induced contribution, thus any
misrepresentation or unexplained components of the statistical
dynamical adjustment model such as a lagged temperature
response to certain atmospheric circulation patterns would be
interpreted as a thermodynamic variation. So while we find a
large contribution of circulation-induced trends in both regions,
we consider this estimate as a conservative estimate.

In summary, both circulation-induced trends are at the high
end of the range and thermodynamic-induced trends above the
mean, which explains why together the total observed trends over
WEU are at the very high end of the model range. On the
contrary, in the MUS both thermodynamic and dynamic-induced
trends are at the very low end of the models. Together they
explain why the total trends are outside the model range. While
removing the impact of internal atmospheric variability does
substantially reduce the trend range, it does not fully reconcile the
discrepancies between simulated and observed total trends. This
suggests that care is required when interpreting the forced
response in the models.

Discussion and conclusions
We here investigate trends for two selected regions with very
unusual behavior. Heat extremes over the MUS and WEU have
received much attention from media, societies, and the climate
science community due to their remarkably low and high trends
in heat extremes intensity since 1979. Here, we demonstrate that
circulation played a crucial role and amplified the trends in heat
extreme intensity over WEU and dampened or even reversed the
trends over the MUS. Over the MUS, circulation dampens the
trend in the intensity of the hottest five-day period (Tx5d) by
0.2 °C/decade or 1 °C per degree of global warming. Conse-
quently, the cooling trend resulting from circulation changes is
strong enough to reverse the weak thermodynamic-induced
warming trend, leading to an overall weak cooling trend in heat
extremes over the MUS. The relatively weak thermodynamic
warming trend over the MUS may be due to the land use changes,
irrigation, and aerosol forcing7–9. However, the cooling effects of
these local factors are primarily limited to short-duration tem-
perature peaks or exceptionally hot days, and their influence
diminishes for longer-duration events such as Tx15d. Moreover,
the stronger manifestation of internal variability on short-
duration heat extremes poses challenges in attributing the com-
plete circulation-induced trends. Consequently, the remaining
component of circulation-induced cooling offsets the thermo-
dynamic warming, resulting in a lower thermodynamic-induced
trend in Tx5d or even in TXx. We also show that particularly the
contributions of circulation-induced trends to Tn5d trends are
consistent with those observed for heat extremes such as Tx5d,
thus highlighting the robustness of the methods employed here.

Even after accounting for the circulation-induced trends, cou-
pled climate models still exhibit a wide range of thermodynamic-
induced trends over the MUS, with observations being at the lower
end of the ensemble range. Thus, while accounting for circulation
explains part of the difference in trends between observations and
models, it does not fully reconcile observations with all models.
This may be due to the fact that our method does not remove all of
the circulation-induced trends, or that some of the relevant forces
such as irrigation, land use, land management, or aerosol are not
accurately represented or to an overestimated thermodynamic
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model response. Overall it suggests that the projected trends in heat
extremes over the MUS remain uncertain.

In contrast to the MUS, circulation changes in WEU induce a
warming trend in heat extremes of ~0.2 °C/decade or 1 °C per
degree of global warming, contributing to at least 1/3 of the
observed trend. This warming trend due to circulation is similar
to that observed in the MUS but occurs in the opposite direction.
The observed circulation-induced warming is at the high end of
the model range, while the thermodynamic-induced warming
exceeds the CMIP6 and CESM2-LE ensemble averages. The
combination of these two effects contributes to the fact that the
total observed trend is at the high end of the model range over
WEU, as also highlighted in previous studies5,41.

At the global scale, trends in heat extremes over most regions
fall within the 95% range of CMIP6 MME and CESM2 LE, but
nevertheless, ~40% and ~28% of the land area fall outside CMIP6
MME and CESM2 LE ranges, respectively. Hence, it should be
noted that these two regions have been selected as two illustrative
regions with unusual trends in heat extremes. However, these
trends are not the most extreme globally. We have deliberately
not selected the regions with the highest trends and discrepancies
with large ensembles to prevent potential selection bias. Also,
while certain regions show more pronounced decreasing trends
compared to those observed in the MUS, these trends are loca-
lized to very small geographical extents and lack regional
coherence beyond their specific locations. A better understanding
of historical heat extreme trends and their implications for the
future is critical for both regions. The MUS region is primarily
dominated by the most productive agricultural land in the
country, while the steep rise in heat extremes over WEU has
already caused devastating impacts in the past.

We find that unusual trends in circulation strongly affected
recent trends in heat extremes. However, the key question remains:
to what extent do these trends represent unforced internal varia-
bility or a forced response in circulation? The observed circulation-
induced trends in WEU are at the higher end of the climate models’
range, consistent with previous studies on broader patterns of
decadal variations in boreal summer atmospheric circulation42 and
multidecadal variability in the winter season, particularly in
Europe43. This can be potentially due to various reasons such as
erroneous representations of the circulation response to either
external climate forcing, or underestimated internal variability, or
both, and their dependence on model parameterizations. Model
evidence remains inconclusive regarding whether these trends result
from unforced internal variability, or are they a response to external
influences19,43. Nevertheless, gaining a more advanced under-
standing of the underlying physical mechanisms would be helpful to
more accurately assess whether circulation changes primarily result
from internal variability or external forcings. Additionally, process
studies isolating the circulation response to warming patterns via
analogs of internal variability such as dynamical adjustment or
targeted climate model experiments can provide valuable insights
for attributing these trends to their origins, although disentangling
forced circulation change remains challenging44.

Nonetheless, our results imply that if circulation-induced trends
are externally forced, WEU may continue experiencing a rise in the
intensity of heat extreme as they can further intensify in the war-
mer world. On the one hand, these cooling trends may continue
dampening the warming trends over the MUS, implying favorable
conditions for agriculture activities, as maximum temperatures
may not substantially rise in the coming decades. But, if these
trends are a result of unforced internal variability inherent in the
climate system, they likely reverse in the coming decades and thus
lead to slow down the rise of heat extremes over WEU and warmer
conditions over the MUS. Further, knowledge of uncertainties in
processes that derive these unusual trends over these regions would

be crucial to constrain model projections36 on a regional scale and
to design effective adaptation and resilience plans.

Data and methods
Data. We used daily maximum temperature (TX) data from
multiple observational sources and reanalysis to ensure the
robustness of our findings. Specifically, we considered TX from
CPC (1979–2021), EOBS (1951-2020), GHCNDEX (1951–2021),
HADEX3 (1951–2018), and from ERA5 reanalysis during
1951–2021. Although the reanalysis TX dataset has been available
since 1951, we primarily focused on heat extremes trends from
1979 onwards due to the availability of observational data. The
EOBS dataset covers only the European domain, and the
GHCNDEX and HADEX3 datasets contain annual maximum
TX. We also used geopotential height at 500 hPa pressure level
(Z500) from the ERA5 reanalysis dataset to dynamically adjust
the observed trends. The trends in heat extremes are calculated
using Theil-Ssen’s slope estimator.

Climate model simulations. We also utilized initial-condition
large ensembles from CESM2 and a set of CMIP6 climate models
under historical forcings from 1951–2014 and Shared Socio-
economic Pathways 370 (SSP370) until 2021. The CESM2 large
ensemble comprises 89 members, while the CMIP6 multimodal
large ensembles consist of 30 members from MPI-ESM, 10
members each from CanESM5, MIROC-ES2L, 13 members from
UKESM1, and one run each from GFDL-ESM4, CMCC-ESM2
and NorESM2. Additionally, We utilized pre-industrial simula-
tions from CESM2 for 2070 years to train the regularized
regression model used in dynamical adjustment analysis.

Study and circulation domains. We area-weighted averaged TX
over the MUS (Melillo et al.45) and WEU (−10 to +15E,
36–60 N) (shown by blue polygons in Supplementary Fig. 10) to
estimate the regional average heat extremes. Our analysis pri-
marily focuses on the 5-day maximum of TX (Tx5d), but the
1-day maximum (TXx) and hottest five-day period (Tx15d) are
also considered to ensure the insensitivity of analysis to a specific
heat metric. We define the circulation over relatively larger
domains over these regions. Circulations are characterized by
geopotential height at 500 hPa pressure level (Z500) over the [116
to 60W, 16–68 N] for the MUS and over the [−30 to +35E,
16–80 N] for WEU (see red rectangles in Supplementary Fig. 10).
We also validated our results with a circulation of slightly dif-
ferent size and largely found that results are not much sensitive to
the size of the circulation domain.

Dynamical adjustment. The dynamical adjustment approach is
widely used to quantify the proportion of variability of a target
variable (here heat extremes) that can be attributed to changes in
the atmospheric circulation while assuming that other factors
remain constant37,39. Precisely, this approach decomposes heat
extremes into two distinct components: a dynamical (or circula-
tion) component associated with changes in atmospheric circu-
lation, and a residual component that predominantly represents
contributions from externally forced changes. In this study, we
use principles from statistical learning and employ a regularized
ridge regression to establish a physical relationship between the
heat extremes and dominant atmospheric circulation pattern
(here, Geopotential potential height at 500 hPa (Z500)). This
relationship is expressed through the following equation:

TN ¼ f Z500N ´P
� � ð1Þ

where T is a target variable of length N (years), and Z500 is a
predictor matrix of size N × P, where P is the number of grid cells
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within the circulation domain. f is a regularized ridge regression
model. During the training phase on the control runs, a k-fold
cross-validation scheme is employed to tune the regression model
and prevent overfitting.

Importantly, our statistical model is trained on 2070-year
pre-industrial simulations from CESM2 rather than transient
climate simulation to avoid any false learning of the regression
model due to forced warming. We detrended Z500 by
subtracting the daily global-mean Z500 value from the daily
Z500 at each grid cell and each time step before temporally
averaging across the days experiencing heat extremes40. This
detrending process removes the influence of thermal expansion
of the troposphere, primarily driven by anthropogenic global
warming, on Z500.

Subsequently, we employed the detrended Z500 as input for the
trained regression model throughout the study period. This step
allows us to derive the dynamical components or predicted values
of heat extremes, solely driven by changes in Z500 across the
circulation domain. It’s important to note that the dynamic
component encapsulates the influence of atmospheric circulation
changes, encompassing both direct effects like advection and
indirect effects such as local effects that are implied by a given
circulation regime28. The residual component is expected to
contain the externally forced component, but also local feedback
due to soil moisture-atmosphere interactions46. However, this does
not imply that circulation changes are solely due to internal
variability as external forcing can also affect atmospheric circula-
tion and subsequently, the characteristics of heat extremes40. In
such scenarios, our method may potentially overestimate the
influence of internal variability on circulation changes. Conversely,
circulation changes may be underestimated if the detrending
technique inadvertently removes the part of circulation changes
attributable to internal variability while eliminating the effects of
forced thermal expansion of the troposphere.

Data availability
All datasets used in this study are publicly available. Observed temperature datasets from
CPC are available at https://psl.noaa.gov/data/gridded/data.cpc.globaltemp.html, from
EOBS at https://www.ecad.eu/download/ensembles/download.php#datafiles, from
GHCNDEX at https://climatedataguide.ucar.edu/climate-data/ghcndex-gridded-
temperature-and-precipitation-climate-extremes-indices-climdex-data, and from
HADEX3 at https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/hadobs/hadex3/. The reanalysis ERA5
datasets are available at https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/#!/search?text=ERA5. The
CESM2 LE simulations are accessible from the climate data repository at ETH Zurich.
The CMIP6 MME simulations can be accessed at https://esgf-node.llnl.gov/projects/
cmip6/.

Code availability
The R scripts developed for the analysis are available from the corresponding author and
are also available at: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10040950
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